Information( 13 Tahasil & 80 R.I. Offices)
CHAMPUA TAHASIL
Champua Tahasil started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963. The total area of this Tahasil is
Ac. 84,754.274. (342.98 SQ. KMS.) This Tahasil is coming under the jurisdiction of Champua SubDivision and the area of this Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of Champua Block and Champua
NAc consisting six R.I. circles namely Champua, Jyotipur, Chimila, Remuuli, Karanjia and Bhanda.
This Tahasil is constituted with 151 revenue villages under 23 G.Ps. and newly created Champua
NAC which coveres three police stations namely Champua, Joda (part) and Baria(part) . The total
population of the Tahasil is 1, 15,103 as per 2011 census. Communication facilities are available from
Tahasil head quarter to District head quarter. The principal income source of the people is cultivation
and business.
Champua Tahasil is situated 50 Kms away from District Headquarters. This Tahasil is
surrounded by Maurbhanj District in east, Barbil Tahsil in west, Singhbhum District of Jharkhand
State in north and Jhumpura Tahasil in south.
Brief notes on R.I. Circles Under Champua Tahasil
Champua :
This R.I. circle is consisting of 17 revenue villages covering Rajia G.P. and newly
declared Champua NAC having area of Ac.11,967.650. All the 17 villages are coming under
jurisdiction of Champua P.S. and co-terminus with the area of Rajia G.P. and Champua NAC.
Chimila :
This R.I. circle is consisting of 27 villages covering Kodagadia, Jamudalak, Sunaposi
and Kutariposi G.Ps. having area of Ac.14,484.513. Out of 27 villages, 5 villages are coming under
Joda P.S and rest 22 villages are coming under jurisdiction of Champua P.S. . The area of this circle
is co-terminus with the area of above 4 G.Ps.
Rimuli :
This R.I. circle is consisting of 14 villages covering Rimuli, Kalikaprasad and Parsala
G.Ps. having area of Ac.9,582.349. All 14 villages are coming under Champua P.S. and area of the
R.I. Circle is co terminus with the area of above 3 G.Ps.
Karanjia :
This R.I. circle is consisting of 28 villages covering Karanjia, Sarei, Chandrasekharpur
and Badnai G.Ps. having area of Ac.14,754.164. All 28 villages are coming under jurisdiction of
Champua P.S. and the area of R.I. circle is co-terminus with the area of above 4 G.Ps.
Bhanda :
This R.I. circle is consisting of 33 villages covering Bhanda, Kasipal, Rangamatia,
Bhimpur and Padua G.P. having area of Ac.17,610.858. Out of 33 villages, 8 villages are coming
under Champua P.S. and the rest 25 villages are coming under Baria P.S. and the area of the
R.I.circle is co-terminus with the area of above five G.Ps.
Jyotipur :
This R.I. circle is consisting of 32 villages covering Jyotipur, Jajaposi, Sadangi, Jally
and Uchhabali G.Ps. having area of Ac.16,354.740. All 32 villages are coming under jurisdiction of
Baria P.S. and the area of the R.I. circle is co-terminus with the are of above five G.Ps.
BARBIL TAHASIL
The Barbil Tahasil is functioning w.e.f. 01-04-1963 in its own building. The total
area of this Tahasil is Ac.119896.103 ( 257.5 Sq. Kms ) . This Tahasil is coming under the
jurisdiction of Champua Sub-Division and the area of this Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of Joda
Block consisting six R.I. circles namely – Barbil, Joda, Dabuna, Bhadrasahi, Bileipada , Chamakpur
and two municipalities i.e. Barbil and Joda . This Tahasil is constituted with 127 revenue villages
under 15(Fifteen) Gramapanchyats and 2 (Two) Municipalities which covers 6 (six) Police Stations
namely Joda, Barbil, Bolani, Rugudi, Bamebari and part of Champua P.S.. The total population of this
Tahasil is 2,72,035 as per 2011 census. Communication facilities are available from Tahasil head
quarter to District head quarter. Handibhanga water fall and Lord Murga Mohadev Temple are most
important Tourist place of this Tahasil. The principal income source of the people is cultivation and
business under mining activities.
Barbil Tahasil is situated 80 Kms away from District Headquarter. This Tahasil is surrounded
by Champua Tahasil in east, Sundargarh District in west, West Singhbhum District of Jharkhand
State in north and Jhumpura Tahasil in south.

Brief notes on R.I. Circles Under Barbil Tahasil

BARBIL
The R.I. Circle is functioning w.e.f. 1.4.1964. The R.I. office consisting of 25 nos. of revenue
villages with two G.Ps. and one municipality namely Balagoda and Bolani G.P and Barbil
Municipality. Total area of this circle is Ac. 21133.824 . This R.I. circle covered with Barbil and Bolani
police stations and the area of the R.I. circle is co terminus with the area of above G.Ps. and Barbil
Muncipality.
JODA
The R.I. Circle is functioning w.e.f. 1.4.1977. The R.I. office consisting of 20 nos. of revenue
villages with three G.Ps. and one Municipality namely Jalahari, Jajang and Bhuyanraida G.Ps and
Joda Municipality. The total area of this circle is Ac. 25679.382 and Covered with Joda and Bambari
Police stations and area of the R.I. circle co-terminus with the area of above GPs and Joda
Muncipality.
BILEIPADA
The R.I. Circle is functioning w.e.f. 01.04.13 after bifurcation from the mother R.I. circleBarbil. The R.I. office consisting of 15 nos. of revenue villages with Two G.Ps. namely Birikala and
Deojhar. The total area of this circle is Ac. 13571.36 .The R.I circle covered with Barbil and Joda
police stations and the area of the R.I. circle co-terminus with the area of above two G.Ps.
DABUNA
The R.I. Circle Dabuna is functioning w.e.f. 01.04.13 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
cicle-Joda . The R.I. office consisting of 20 nos. of Revenue villages with three G.Ps. namely
Badakalimati, Dabuna and Palasa. The total area of this circle is Ac. 21207.78 .The R.I. circle
covered with Bambari P.S. and the area of the R.I. circle is co-terminus with the area of above three
G.Ps.
BADRASAHI
The R.I. Circle is functioning w.e.f. 01.04.13 after bifurcation from the mother R.I. cicle- Barbil
and Joda. The R.I. office consisting of 24 nos. of Revenue villages with Two G.Ps. namely
Bhadrasahi and Guali . Total area of this circle is Ac. 15107.437. The R.I. Circle covered with Rugudi
P.S. and the area of this circle is co-terminus with the area of above 2 G.Ps.
CHAMAKPUR
The R.I. Circle is functioning with of 23 nos. of revenue villages and covered with three
G.Ps. namely Anseikala, Kandara and Chamakpur . Total area of this R.I. Circle is Ac. 23196.32 The
R.I. circle covered with Part of Joda & Champua P.S.. The area of this circle is co-terminus with the
area of above 3 G.Ps.
JHUMPURA TAHASIL
Jhumpura Tahasil is situated 22 Kms away from District Headquarters. This Tahasil is
surrounded by East-Champua & Patna tahasil, West- Barbil Tahasil, North-Champua tahasil and
South-Keonjhar tahasil coming under Champua Sub-Division . This Tahasil started functioning as a
new Tahasil w.e.f. 01.10.2010 after its bifurcation from the mother Tahasils namely Champua and
Barbil. The total geographical area of the tahasil is Ac.1,19,960.469. This Tahasil comprises of 06
nos. of R.I. Circles having 152 Revenue villages out of which 2 nos of revenue villages namely
Nuapadamkesarpur and Manibandha are found to be uninhabitated. There are 22 Grampanchayats
and 04 Police Stations namely Champua, Jhumpura, Baria and Bamebari. The area of this Tahasil is
co-terminus with the area of Jhumpura Block . The Tahasil having population of 1,13,174 as per 2011
census .An area of 9870 heactor would be the aycut area under Jhumpura Tahasil after functional of
Kanpur Irrigation Project(Major Irrigation Project) which is under construction stage. A part of the
tahasil is covered with mountains and forest growth. Iron ore and manganese mines namely Naibuga
Iron and Manganese Mines is located in the Tahasil area. River Baitarani has also crossed in
between the Tahasil area. There is one Community Health Centre at Jhumpura and four Primary
Health Centres situated at Ukhunda, Malda, Gumura and Asanpat to fulfil the medical need of the
people of Jhumpura Tahasil area. Besides, three Ayush Hospitals are also available in village Baria,

Nahabeda and Chauthia. Chhau dance of Asanpat is world famous and some of its training centre is
located in village Asanpat under Jhumpura Tahasil. All the 06 R.I.Circles are connected with all
weather road. The behaviour of lands under Jhumpura tahasil are generally agricultural and its
classification are normally class-II & I.
R.I. Circle, Jhumpura:Jhumpura R.I. circle started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963. The circle having total land of
Ac.10837.752.. Jhumpura R.I. circle consists of 17 Revenue villages and 03 G.Ps namely Arsala,
Jhumpura and Khuntapadacovered under Jhumpura P.S. The area of the R.I. circle is co-terminus
with the area of above G.Ps.
R.I. Circle, Ukhunda:Ukhunda R.I. circle started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963. The circle having total land of
Ac.18027.019. Ukhunda R.I. circle consists of 29 Revenue villages and 04 G.Ps namely Ukhunda,
Badaneuli, Dhanurjayapur and Tukudiha covered under Baria P.S.. The area of the R.I. circle is coterminus with the area of above G.Ps.
R.I. Circle, Chauthia:Chauthia R.I. circle started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963. The circle having total land of
Ac.19934.953. Chauthia R.I. circle consists of 30 Revenue villages and 05 G.Ps namely Asanpat,
Gundunia, Badadumuria, Chauthia and Baria covered under Baria , Jhumpura and Champua P.S..
The area of the R.I. circle is co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.

R.I. Circle, Gumura:Gumura R.I. circle started functioning w.e.f. 02.11.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Jhumpura and Chamakpur. The circle having total land of Ac.18501.2. Gumura R.I. circle
consists of 24 Revenue villages and 03 G.Ps namely Gumura, Naradapur and Nischintapur covered
under Jhumpura, Champua and Bamebari P.S.. The area of the R.I. circle is co-terminus with the
area of above G.Ps.
R.I. Circle, Malda:Malda R.I. circle started functioning w.e.f. 02.11.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Joda and Chamakpur. The circle having total land of Ac.38636.907. Malda R.I. circle consists of
28 Revenue villages and 04 G.Ps namely Malda, Nayagarh, Basantapur and Kotagaon covered
under Bamebari P.S.. Most part of this circle is covered with mountains and forest area. The area of
the R.I. circle is co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.
R.I. Circle, Balibandha:Balibandha R.I. circle started functioning w.e.f. 02.11.2012 after bifurcation from the mother
R.I. circle Jhumpura and Chamakpur. The circle having total land of Ac.14022.398. Balibandha R.I.
circle consists of 24 Revenue villages and 03 G.Ps namely Balibandha, Khendra and Nahabeda
covered under Jhumpura P.S.. Out of 24 revenue villages, 2 nos. of revenue villages namely
Nuapadamkesarpur and Manibandha are found to be uninhabitated. The area of the R.I. circle is coterminus with the area of above G.Ps.

KEONJHAR TAHASIL
The Keonjhar Tahasil is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1963 in its own building. It comprises
with 06 nos. of R.I Circles .This Tahasil is comprised of 253 Revenue villages with 24 G.Ps and One
Municipality (KeonjharGarh Municipality) which coveres under two Police stations i.e Sadar PS and
Town PS . The total area of this Tahasil is Ac 118726.038 . NH 215 and NH 49 are passing through
this Tahasil and cross each other at same level in Keonjhar Town. One Air strip exists adjacent to NH
215 at Silsuan and one mini stadium at village Sankarpur situated on the side of NH-49. Two irons
based industrial Unit namely MSP Spong Iron Ltd. at Haladiaguna and Gandhamardan Sponge Iron
Ltd. at Khaparakhai situated under this tahasil. Total population of this Tahasil is 1,62,148 as per
2011 census. From the Tourist point of views, the Sidha Jagannath Mandir at Sidhamatha, Lord
Baladev Jew Mandir, Old Town,Keonjhar, Kanjhari Dam near Gopalpur are most important place of
this Tahasil.

This Tahasil touches with Ghatgaon Tahasil in east side, Patna Tahasil, in north side,
Jhumpura Tahasil in west side and Banspal & Harichandanpur in south side.

R.I Circle, Sadar-II
Sadar-II R.I circle is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1963. This R.I Circle is functioning in its
own building consisting of 59 nos of Revenue village, three G.Ps. namely Naranpur, Mandua Sirispal
and one Municipality(Keonjhargarh Municipality) covered under Town P.S., Keonjhar.. The total area
of this R.I circle is Ac. 17038.02 which co-terminus with the area of above three G.Ps.

R.I Circle, Raghunathpur
Raghunathpur R.I circle is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1963. This R.I Circle functions in its
own building at Tentulinanda village consisting of 47 nos. of Revenue villages under 04 of G.Ps.
namely- Maidankel, Dimbo, Raghunathpur and Kathabari covered under Sadar P.S. Raisuan.The
total area of this R.I circle is Ac. 24364.543.There are 22 nos of irrigated villages having an ayacut
area of Ac. 3004.95 under this Circle. The area of R.I. circle is co-terminus with the area of above
G.Ps.

R.I Circle, Raisuan
Raisuan R.I circle is functioning w.e.f 01.06.1982. This R.I Circleis functioning in its
own building . This R.I Circle consists of 37 nos of Revenue villages, 05 G.Ps. namely Raisuan,
Bodapalasa, Nelung, Mahadeijoda and Janardanpur.The total area of this R.I circle is Ac. 17113.379
covered under Sadar Police station, Raisuan.There are 10 nos of irrigated village having an ayacut
area of Ac. 2741.93 under this Circle. The area of R.I. circle is co-terminus with the area of above
G.Ps.

R.I Circle, Padmapur
Padmapur R.I circle is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1963. This R.I Circle is functioning in its
own building. This R.I Circle consists of 40 nos. of Revenue villages, 05 nos of G.Ps.namelyPadmapur, Bauripada, Sankiri, Gobardhan and Kaunrikala coming under Sadar P.S. , Raisuan.. The
total area of this R.I circle is Ac. 17602.379 which covered under Sadar P.S, Raisuan. Two (02) nos
of villages are irrigated in this circle with an ayacut area Ac. 328.43. The area of R.I. circle is coterminus with the area of above G.Ps.

R.I Circle, Nuagaon
Nuagaon R.I circle is functioning w.e.f 01.12.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle from the mother R.I. circle of Raisuan, Padmapur and Palaspanga . This R.I Circle consists of
29 nos of Revenue villages covering 03 nos of G.Ps. namely Baradapal, Nuagaon, Parjanpur
coming under Sadar P.S., Raisuan.The total area of this R.I circle is Ac. 17117.211 and there are 07
nos. of irrigated villages with an ayacut area of Ac. 1725.45 under this Circle. The area of R.I. circle is
co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.

R.I Circle, Palaspanga
Palaspanga R.I circle is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1963. This R.I Circle is functioning in
its own building consisting of 41 nos of Revenue villages covering 04 nos of G.Ps.namelyPalaspanga, Raikala, Handibhanga and Kandaraposi coming under Sadar P.S., Raisuan.The total
area of this R.I circle is Ac. 22166.389 and there are 08 nos of irrigated villages with an ayacut area
of Ac. 2305.87 under this R.I Circle. The area of R.I. circle is co-terminus with the area of above
G.Ps.

PATNA TAHSIL
This Tahasil has come into existence on bifurcation of Keonjhar Tahasil and started
functioning since31.10..1996 as Addl. Tahasil and functioning as Tahasil since 01.04.2004 vide
Revenue Deptt. G.O. No.211-J-4/04-6983-R dated 19.02.2004. This tahsil is coming under the
jurisdiction of Kendujhar Sub-Division consisting of 12 nos. of RI circle which comprises 154 nos. of
revenue villages covered under 20 G.Ps. The 154 Villages of this Tahasil are coming under Three
Nos of Police Stations such as Patna, Ghatagaon, Turumunga. The area of this Tahasil co-terminus
with the area of Patna Block. It is located 32 KMs towards East from District head quarters i.e.
Kendujhar.The total population of this Tahasil is 1,01,518 as per 2011 census and the total area is
Ac. 105464.39. Bhimkund water Fall and Shiv Temple newly built at the bank of river Baitarani are

most important tourist place of this Tahasil. Communication facilities are available from Tahasil head
quarter to Dist. Head quarter.
This Tehsil is bounded by by karanjia Tehsil towards north-east, Saharapada Tehsil towards
north, Champua towards west, Keonjhar towards south-west and Ghatgaon towards south-east. The
Baitarani river flows in its border which segregates it from mayurbhanj and saharpada.
INFORMATION ON RI CIRCLES OF PATNA TAHSIL
Patna RI Circle :This RI Office functioning from 01.04.1982 consisting of 26 Nos of revenue Villages,
two G.Ps. namely Badapatna and Mirigikhoji. The total area of this circle is Ac . 8398.53 .The area
of the circle is co-terminus with the area of the Badapatna and Mirigikhoji G.Ps.
Saraskela RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Patna consistinf of 04 Nos of Villages, one G.P. namely Saraskela and covered under Patna
P.S.. The total area of this circle is Ac . 3548.54 . The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of
Saraskela G.P.
Dumuria RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Patna consisting of 20 Nos. of revenue Villages , three G.Ps. namely Dumuria, Chinamalipasi,
and Palanghati covered under Patna P.S. and Ghatagaon P.S. Total area of this circle is Ac
22424.90. The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above 3 GPs.
Mushakhori RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Patna consisting of 11 Nos. of revenue Villages, two G.Ps namely Mushakhori and Erendei.
The total area of this circle is Ac. 7467.12. and the area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of
above 2 GPs.
Tangarpada RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Patna consisting of 09 Nos of revenue Villages, one G.P. namely Tangarpada covered under
PatnamP.S. The total area of this circle is Ac. 11223.44.The area of the R.I circle is co-terminus
with the area of Tangarapada GP.
Kendeiposi RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I. circle
Khireitangir consisting of 09 Nos. of revenue Villages. It started functioning as a RI Office on
01.04.2012. The total holding of this circle is 1572 and total area is Ac . 6742.14.( Govt. Land - Ac
3157.64. , Pvt. Land Ac 3584.52). The area of the R.I circle is co-terminus with the area of
Kendeiposi GP.
Chakundapal RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Khireitangir consisting of 06 Nos. of revenue Villages, one G.P. namely Chakundapal covered
under Turumunga P.S.. The total area of this circle is Ac . 3852.45. The area of the R.I circle is coterminus with the area of Chakundapal GP.
Kantiapada RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Khireitangir consisting of 13 Nos of revenue Villages, two G.Ps namely Kantiapada and
Jamuna posi covered under Turumunga. The total area of this circle is Ac . 8987.24 .The area of
the R.I circle is co-terminus with the area Kantiapada and Jamunaposi GP.
Khireitangiri RI Circle
This RI Officeis functioning from 01.04.1982 consisting of 11 Nos. of revenue Village,
two G.Ps. namely Khireitangir and Baunsuli covered Turumunga P.S.. The total area of this circle is

Ac . 10945.30 The area of the R.I circle is co-terminus with the area of Khireitangir and Baunsuli
GP.
Chemna RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Rajnagar consisting of 10 Nos. of revenue Villages, one G.P. Chemana covered under
Turumunga P.S.. The total area of this circle is Ac . 6383.55. The area of the R.I circle is coterminus with the area of Chemna GP.
Turumunga RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Rajnagar consisting of 19 Nos of revenue Villages, two G.Ps namely Turumunga nad
Budhikapudi covered under Turumung P.S. The total area of this circle is Ac . 10394.84. The area of
the R.I circle is co-terminus with the area of Budhikapudi and Turumunga GPs.
Rajnagar RI Circle
This RI Office is functioning from 01.04.1982 consisting of 16 Nos. of revenue Villages,
two G.Ps namely Marsuan and Rajnagar covered under Turumunga P.S. The total area of this circle
is Ac . 5096.34.The area of the R.I circle is co-terminus with the area of Marsuan and Rajnagar
GPs.

Saharpada Tahasil
The Saharpada Tahasil started functioning newly since 04.11.2009 on bifurcation of
Keonjhar Tahasil whose headquarters is at Saharpada. It is located 57 K.Ms. apart from District
Headquarters Keonjhar.. The total area of the tahasil is Ac.95883.98 . The Saharpada is linked with
all weather road communication to District headquarters as well as State headquarters. The RanchiVijayaward Corridor from Dhenkikote to Karanjia passes between Saharpada which is chief road
communication on transportation. There are 6 (six) Revenue Inspector Circles namely 1. Saharpada,
2. Udayapur, 3. Tendra, 4, Machhagarh, 5. Damahuda and 6. Malarpada are functioning under this
Tahasil comprising with 20 Gram Panchayat and 138 revenue villages out of which 112 villages are
coming under Patna Police Station and rest 26 nos. are under Turumunga Police Station. According
to the 2011 census, the total population of this Tahasil is 88185,. The major income source of the
people is agriculture. The total agriculture land is Ac. 50407.863 out of which Ac. 669.58 is irrigated.
The area of the Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of Saharapada Block coming under
KendujharSadar sub-Division.
It is bounded by the river Deo at North, the river Baitarani at west and south and inter-district
boundary Keonjhar- Mayurbhanj at east.

Information on R.I Circle of Saharpada Tahasil.
Saharapada.
The Saharpada Revenue Inspector circle, Saharpada started functioning since 01.04.1963.
Now the circle has comprising with 6 Gram Panchayats namely – Saharapada, Sankhua,Digposi,
Raidiha, Khuntapada and Gandabeda and 44 revenue villages. The total area comes under this circle
is Ac. 28525.14dec. An extent of Ac. 90.63 dec. of land is provided with irrigation facility under ayacut
of Sialijoda M.I.P. The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above six G.Ps. covered
under Patna P.S.

Tendra.
The Revenue Inspector circle, Tendra started functioning since 01.04.1982 . Now the circle
has comprising with 5 Gram Panchayats namely- Tendra,Badabil, Silipada,Kapundi and Kundala
and 29 revenue villages. The total area comes under this circle is Ac. 21395.93 dec. An extent of Ac.
469.58 dec. of land is provided with irrigation facility under ayacut of Talasarua M.I.P and
Saraswatipada M.I.P. The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above five G.Ps. covered
under Patna P.S.

Udayapur.

Preliminarily, Revenue Inspector circle, Udayapur started functioning under the administrative
jurisdiction of earstwhile undivided Keonjhar Tahasil. Now the circle has comprising with 3 Gram
Panchayats namely-Udaypur, Baikala,Khajuriapat and 22 revenue villages. The total area comes
under this circle is Ac. 16226.41 dec. The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above five
G.Ps. covered under Part of Patna and Turumunga P.S.

Machhagarh
The Revenue Inspector circle, Machhagarh started functioning w.ef. 01.04.1977. Now the
circle has comprising with 3 Gram Panchayats namely-Machhgarh,Khadikapada, Goras and 20
revenue villages. The total area comes under this circle is Ac. 15259.95 dec. The area of the circle is
co-terminus with the area of above five G.Ps. covered under Patna P.S.

Malarpada
The Revenue Inspector circle, Malarpada started functioning w.ef. 01.04.2012 after bifurcation
from the mother R.I. circle- comprising with one Gram Panchayats namely-Malarpada and 10
revenue villages. The total area under this circle is Ac. 5662.85 dec. An extent of Ac. 134.07 dec. of
land is provided with irrigation facility under ayacut of Ganiabarei M.I.P. The area of the circle is coterminus with the area of above five G.Ps. covered under Turumunga P.S.

TELKOI TAHASIL .
This Tahasil is functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963 an area covering of Ac.
1284655.00 (13,975,643 squares Kilometres) . This Tahasil was bifurcated after creation of new
Tahasil at Banspal vide Govt. Notification No-38498/R&DM/dt.06.01.2009. The area of the Tahasil
reduced to 148 Revenue villages covering 22 G.Ps., 04(Four) nos R.I circles, 01 (one) Police station
i.e. Telkoi P.S. The area of this Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of Telkoi Block. This Tahasil
Office is functioning in BNRGSK building of Telkoi Block as the Tahasil Office Building declared as
unsafe condition. The Construction work of new Tahasil building is under progress. This Tahasil is
situated 15 K.Ms away from N.H.49.River Samakoi is flowing about ½ K.M. from this Tahasil which is
major source of Royality collection. Tenteinali water fall is a tourist place which is situated at Padang
G.P. As per 2011 census, the total population is 96,551. The major area of this Tahasil is hilly with
reserve forest having no irrigation facilities. Most of the people are S.T. category and they depend
upon forest products and cultivation for their livelihood. Communication facilities are available from
the Tahasil head quarter to District head quarter. Medical facilities are also available for people . This
Tahasil is surrounded by Banspal Tahasil in north, Dhenkanal district in south, Harichandanpur
Tahasil in east and Anugul District in west.
INFORMATION ON R.I CIRCLES OF TELKOI TAHASIL

Bhimkand
The R.I Circle Bhimkand functioning w.e.f. 26.05.1963 covering area of 24695.05 Ac.
6961.25 . This circle is consisting of 31 nos. of Revenue villages , 05 GPs namely Bhmkund, Akul ,
Karamangi, Sirigida and Podang covering under Telkoi Police station . The area of this Tahasil is
co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.

Chhamunda
The R.I Circle Chhamunda functioning w.e.f. 01.05.2013 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Telkoi covering total area of Ac. 27811.68. This circle consists of 19 nos. of Revenue villages,
05 nos. of
GPs namely Saleikana, Binjhabahal, Dubulapal, Jagamohanpur and Chhamunda
covering under the jurisdiction of Telkoi P.S. .The area of this Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of
above G.Ps.

Telkoi
This circle functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963 covering area of Ac. 37705.991 . This circle consists
of 51nos. of Revenue villages , 07 nos. of GPs namely Telkoi, Khuntapada, Kardangi , Oriya,
Sibnarayanpur, Talapada, Deuldiha covering under the jurisdiction of Telkoi P.S. The area of this
Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.

Bimala

This circle functioning w.e.f. 01.07.1963 covering area of Ac. 38252.774 . This circle
consists of 47 nos. of Revenue Villages , 05 nos GPs namely Purujoda, Kaliahota, Raisuan,Bimala
, Balabhadrapur covering under the jurisdiction of Telkoi P.S. . The area of this Tahasil is coterminus with the area of above G.Ps.

INFORMATION SHEET OF BANSPAL TAHASIL
In pursuance of Revenue & Disaster Management Department Notification No.33533/R&D.M
data. 06.08.2008 and Order No. 191/SLR/dt. 03.09.2010 of the Collector, Keonjhar, this Tahasil has
been created with its headquarters at Banspal on bifurcation from mother Tahasils, like Keonjhar,
Telkoi and Harichandanpur. This Tahasil has been functioning w.e.f. 30.08.2010 with the coterminus territorial jurisdiction of Panchayat Samiti Banspal under Kendujhar Sadar Sub-Division.
Population of this Tahasil as per 2011 Census is 1, 01,033. Most of the people are S.T. categories i.e
Juanga, Bhuyan Kolha etc. One Juanga Development Agency is functioning at Gonasika for
development of Juanga people. This Tahasil is consisting of 162 nos. of revenue villages, three R.I
circles,21 G.Ps covered under Sadar, P.S, Raisuan, Nayakote and Kanjipani P.S. The total area of
this Tahasil is Ac.1122250.63 which is co-terminus with the area of Banspal Block. The Gonasika is
an important tourist place where the river Baitarani originated. Khandadhara water fall and
Sanaghagara
water fall of this Tahasil are also most important tourist place in Odisha.
Gandhamardan Mines is situated under this Tahasil. Two iron based industrial Unit namely
Sreemetalic Spong Iron Ltd. Ardent Steel Ltd. are situated under this Tahasil.Communication
facilities are available from the Tahasil Head Quarter to Ddistrict Head Quarter. Banspal Tahasil is
situated 30 Kms away from District Headquarters. This Tahasil is surrounded by East-Telkoi Tahasil,
West- Sundargarh District, North-Champua Tahasil and South-Keonjhar Tahasil coming under
Keonjhar Sub-Division.
INFORMATION ON R.I CIRCLE OF BANSPAL TAHASIL
SUAKATI
The Revenue Inspector circle, Suakati started functioning from 1962 in its own building
comprising with 64 revenue villages , eight Grampanchayats namely Baragarh, Bayakumutia,
Talachampei, Kodipasa, Kumundi, Talakainsari, Upar Raigoda , Suakati covered under Pandapada
(part), Town P.S., Keonjhar and Sadar P.S , Raisuan. The total area under this circle is Ac.
92921.72 dec. The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above eight G.Ps.. The picnic
spot Badaghagara and Sanaghagara are situated in this circle.

Kanjipani
The Revenue Inspector circle, Kangipani started functioning since 01.04.1963
comprising with 56 revenue villages , six Grampanchayats namely Banspal,Saharpur, Karangadihi,
Kunar,Tana and Gonasika covered under Nayakote and Kanjpani P.S. The total area under this
circle is Ac. 917703.05 dec. The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above six G.Ps..
The area of the circle is full with hill and rocks. All the villages are in a scattered manner. The
historical place Gonasika is situated within 30 Kms from Keonjhar headquqrter and 30 Kms from
Banspal.

Nayakote
The Revenue Inspector circle, Nayakote started functioning at Taramakant since
01.04.1963 comprising with 42 revenue villages , seven Grampanchayats namely Kadakala,
Taramakant, Singhpur, Jatra,Kalanda,Phuljhar and Nayakote covered under Nayakote P.S. The total
area under this circle is Ac. 111625.86 dec. The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of
above seven G.Ps.. The area of the circle is full with hill and rocks. The waterfall and picnic spot
Khandadhar is situated within 30 Kms from Banspal and 60 Kms from Keonjhar head quarter.

GHATAGAON TAHASIL
The Ghatagaon Tahasil is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1982 in its own building after bifurcation
from the mother Tahasil, Keonjhar and Telkoi . This Tahasil is coming under Keonjhar Sub-Division
and the total area of this Tahasil is Ac. 113884.757 consisting of six R.I circles , 26 G.Ps covered
under Ghatagaon and part of Pandapada P.S. This Tahasil is constitutated with 142 Revenue villages
and the area of this Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of Ghatagaoan Block. The major part of the
Tahasil is covered with forest area. The Tahasil is having a population of 118568 as per 2011

Census. The N.H 215 is passing in the middle point of this Tahasil area and communication facilities
are available from the Tahasil head quarter to State and District head quarter. Maa Tarini Temple,
Ghatagaon, Gundichaghagi Waterfall, Banachakulia, Sitabinji, Lord Nilakantheswara, Barahatipura,
District park,Chikinia of this Tahasil are most important tourist place in Odisha. This Tahasil is
surrounded by East-Ghasipura Tahasil, West- Keonjhar Sadar Tahasil,, North-Patna Tahasil and
South-Harichandanpur Tahasil. There is good medical facilities in this Tahasil as it is 45 KM distance
to District head quarter and Ghatagaon CHC is situated at Tahasil head quarter.
INFORMATION ON R.I CIRCLES OF GHATAGAON TAHASIL
R.I Circle Ghatagaon
Ghatagaon R.I Circle is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1982.This R.I Circle is functiong in its own
building. The R.I Circle is consisting 25 Revenue villeges & 4 G.Ps. namely Mukundapur patna,
Upardiha, Badajamposi and Gadadharpur covered under Ghatagoan P.S. The total area of this
R.I.Circle Ac. 20737.466. The area of this circle is co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps. Maa
Tarini temple is situated in this circle which is the most important pilgrim place in Odisha .
R.I Circle Pandapada
Pandapada R.I Circle is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1982.This R.I Circle is functiong in its own
building. The R.I Circle is consisting 25 Revenue villeges & 6 G.Ps namely Badapichhula, Basntpur,
Binida, Sunatangiri and Patilo covered under Pandapada P.s .The total area of this R.I.Circle Ac.
23005.299. The area of this circle is co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.

R.I.Circle Tara
Tara R.I Circle is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1982.This R.I Circle is functiong in its own building in
Baratipura .The R.I Circle is consisting 28 Revenue villages & 5 G.Ps namely Tara,Santrapur,
Paidapatna,Balipukhari and Barhatipura covered under Ghatagoan P.S. .The total area of this
R.I.Circle is Ac. 18436.175. The area of this circle is co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.
R.I Circle Dhenkikote
Dhenkikot R.I Circle is functioning w.e.f 01.04.1982.This R.I Circle is functiong in its own
building. The R.I Circle is consisting 22 Revenue villages & 4 G.Ps namely Manoharpur, Dhenkikote,
Khantaghar, Badamasinabilan coverfed under Ghatagaon P.S. .The total area of this R.I.Circle is Ac.
19184.945. The area of this circle is co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.
R.I Circle Pipilia
Pipilia R.I Circle is functioning w.e.f 05.11.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I. circle
Dhenkikote and Pandapada.This R.I Circle is functioning in its own building. The R.I Circle is
consisting 27 Revenue villages & 4 G.Ps namely Pipilia, Purumunda, Rutisila, Toranipukhari covered
under Ghatagaon and Pandapada P.S. .The total area of this R.I.Circle Ac. 21002.072. The area of
this circle is co-terminus with the area of above G.Ps.
R.I Circle Bholabeda
Bhalabeda R.I Circle is functioning w.e.f 05.11.2012 after bifurcation from the mother R.I.
circle Dhenkikote.This R.I Circle is functioning in its own building. The R.I Circle is consisting 15
Revenue villages & 3 G.Ps namely Bholabeda, Sarasposi and Muktapur covered under Ghatagaon
P.S .The total area of this R.I.Circle Ac. 11518.800. The area of this circle is co-terminus with the
area of above G.Ps.

HARICHANDANPUR TAHASIL
Harichandanpur Tahasil is functioning as a new Tahasil since 23.04.2008 after its
bifurcation from mother Tahasil Ghatagaon and the office shifted to its own building on 10.01.2011.
The total geographical area of the Tahasil is Ac. 1,56,572.082. This Tahasil is consisting of 6 RI
circles, 194 revenue villages and 25 Gram Panchayats covered by three police stations namely
Harichandanpur and Daitary and part of Pandapada P.S. A major part of the tahasil is covered with

hills and forest area. Daitary G.P is completely covered with hilly area and reserve forest area and
Iron mining operation is going on by Orissa Mining Corporation. There is a Ferro Alloys plant of TATA
situated at Brahman pal village .There is communication facilities to most part of the Tahasil and
there are also some inaccessible pockets in this tahasil as some villages are in the hilly area and
there is no road connectivity to those places. Medical facilities are available to the people. This
Tahasil is having a strategically important location as this is the entry point of Keonjhar District. The
total area of this Tahasil is 1,64,927 as per 2011 census. Communication facilities are available from
Tahasil head quarter to Dist. Head quarter.The Chandangiri cave where the the Musal river originated
is the most important tourist palce.The principal income of the people is cultivation and business. This
Tahasil is surrounded by East-Ghasipura tahasil, West- Telkoi Tahasil, North-Ghatagaon tahasil and
South-Dhenkanal District coming under Keonjhar Sadar Sub-Division .

INFORMATION ON R.I CIRCLE OF HARICHANDANPUR TAHASIL
RI Circle Harichandanpur
Harichandanpur RI circle is functioning since 15.06.1963 in its own building. This circle
is having area of Ac. 24740.174 consisting of 42 revenue villages, 5 G.Ps. namely Harichandanpur,
Jamujodi, Manoharpur , Thakurpada and Pitapity and covered under Harichandanpur P.S and
Pandapada P.S . Most of the areas of this circle are plain land. The area of this R.I. circle co-terminus
with the area of above 5 G.Ps.

RI Circle Badpalaspal
Badpalaspal RI circle is functioning since 26.09.2012 after bifurcation from the
mother R.I. circle –Harichandanpur . This circle is having area of Ac.32828consisting of 38 revenue
villages and 4G.Ps. namely Badapalaspal, Bhanarpur, Jiranga and Pithagola and covered under
Harichandapur P.S(part) . This circle is having both plain land and hilly areas. Out of total 38 revenue
villages, six villages of this circle are coming in the hilly area. The area of this R.I. circle co-terminus
with the area of above 4 G.Ps.

RI Circle Bhagamunda
Bhagamunda RI circle started functioning since 1977. This circle is having area of Ac.
41105.54 consisting of 31 revenue villages and 6 G.Ps. namely Bhagamunda, Dhurudiamba,
Gaunuighasa, Rasola, Sagadapata and Tangiriapal covered under Harichandanpur P.S.( part) and
Daitary P.S.(part). This circle is having both plain land and hilly areas. The area of this R.I. circle coterminus with the area of above 6 G.Ps.
RI Circle Rebanapalaspal
Rebanapalaspal RI Circle started functioning since 01.10.2012 after bifurcation from
the mother Tahasuil- Bhagamunda. This circle is having area of Ac. 20782.248 consisting 27
revenue villages and 3G.Ps namely Bareigoda, Revanapalaspal and Sunapentha covered under
Harichnadapur P.S. (part) and Daitary P.S (part). Most part of the circle is covered with Hill and forest
areas. The area of this R.I. circle co-terminus with the area of above 3 G.Ps.
RI Circle Janghira
Janghira RI circle started functioning since 03.10.2012 after bifurcation from the
mother R.I. circle Pandapada. This circle is having area of Ac. 20811.562 consisting of 23 revenue
villages and 3 GPs. Namely Janghira, Budhakhaman and Hunda Covered under Pandapada P.S .
This circle is having both plain and hilly areas. The area of this R.I. circle co-terminus with the area of
above 3 G.Ps.
RI Circle Baxibarigaon
Baxibarigaon RI circle started functioning since 27.09.2012 after bifurcation from the
mother R.I. circle Pandapada. This circle is having area of Ac. 16303.593 consisting of 33 revenue
villages and 3 GPs. namely Baxibarigaon, Tentalaposi and Junga covered under Pandapada P.S.
The area of this R.I. circle co-terminus with the area of above 3 G.Ps.
ANADAPUR TAHASIL
Anandapur Tahasil started functioning w.e.f 01.04.1963 comprising of
11 R.I Circles. In the year 2013 Ghasipura Tahasil was carved out of it. At present this Tahasil is
functioning with 6 R.I Circles, 122 Revenue villages, 16 no of G.Ps covered under 3 police stations

namely Anandapur, Ghasipura and Ramachandrapur under Anandapur Sub-Division. The area of the
Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of Anandapur Block and part of Anandapur Muncipality. The
revenue circles of this Tahasil are Ananadapur, Kanto, Kodapada, Gayalmunda, Kantipal and
Panchupalli. This Tahasil has an area of Ac.80537.827 ( 326.178sqr. K.ms.) As per census 2011
census, the population of this is 1,49,044 .The River Baitarani is a distinctive feature of this Tahasil
and the people of this Tahasil earned their livelihood mainly out of agriculture. Paddy is the staple
crop of this area. Vegetables are grown in many villages. Many parts of the area of this Tahasil are
irrigated. The temple of Lord Dadhibaman Jew Bije, Anandapur is an important place of tourist’s
attraction under this Tahasil. Daragadisila under Kanto R.I Circle presents scenic beauty of nature.
Similarly chakratirtha under Kantipal R.I Circle is a beautiful place. It provides affluent beauty of
nature to the visitors. Anandapur Tahasil is highly prone to flood. Normally during the month of
October and November this Tahasil witnesses high flood. Fakirpur village of this Tahasil is an
important place from sericulture point of view. NH-215 and SH-53 pass through this Tahasil. These
two roads are lifeline for the people of Anandapur. This Tahasil is surrounded by North – Mayurbhanj
District, South- Ghasipura Tahasil, West- Ghatagoan Tahasil,, east Hatadihi Tahasil. There is good
medical facilities in this Tahasil as Sub-Divisional head quarter Hospital, Anandapur situated in
Ghasipura Tahasil which is only 5Km distance from this Tahasil .
INFORMATION ON R.I. CIRCLES OF ANANDAPUR TAHASIL
Anandapur.
This R.I Circle is functioning i.e. 01.04.1963 comprising of 16 nos. of revenue villages,
two G.Ps namely Baunsagarh and Salabani and part of the Anandapur Muncipality. The area of 13
number of villages coming under this R.I circle is coterminous with the area of above two G.Ps and
the area of 3 numbers of villages is coterminous with the area of part of Anandapur Municipality. It’s
eastern and western part touch the boundary of Ghasipura Tahasil. This R.I Circle is coming under
Anandapur Police station. The R.I Circle is situated on the bank of river Baitarani (which flows on the
southern side of the town). Lord Jagannath Temple and Lord Jhadeswar Shiv Temple are situated in
this circle. The area of this Tahasil is Ac. 15009.32.
Kantipal
This R.I Circle is started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963 comprising of 19 Revenue
Villages and 3 G.Ps. namely Kathakata,Kantipal and Tartara. The area of the R.I circle is coterminous
with the area of above 3 G.Ps. This R.I Circle coming under Anandapur Police station. The area of
this R.I Circle is Ac. 9661.341 . Most of the people depend on agriculture. Many of them are
managing their livelihood by the means of small businesses. Chakratirtha a well known tourist place
under Kantipal R.I Circle is a beautiful place.
Panchupally
This R.I Circle is started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963 comprising of 18 Revenue
Villages and 5 G.Ps. namely Bailo, Belabahali, Haridapal, Pancupally and Jalasuan.The area of this
circle is coterminous with the area of above five G.Ps. This R.I Circle coming under Ghasipura &
Ramachandrapur Police station. The geographical area of this R.I Circle is Ac. 9829.139 .The R.I
Circle is situated near River Baitarani and river Kusei flows west to east of this R.I circle.
Kanto
This R.I Circle is started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963 comprising of 24 Revenue
Villages and 2 G.Ps. namely Kolimati and Dhakota. The area of the R.I. circle is coterminous with the
area of above G.Ps. This R.I Circle coming under Ghasipura & Ramachandrapur Police station. The
geographical area of this R.I Circle is Ac.14,480.832. The R.I Circle is situated near NH-215 and river
Musala. The most part of this R.I Circle is surrounding with Rivers and mountains. Daragadisila under
Kanto R.I Circle presents scenic beauty of nature.
Gayalmunda
This R.I Circle is started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.1963 comprising of 37 Revenue
Villages and 3 G.Ps. namely Panasadiha, Gayalmunda and Manoharpur. The area of this circle is
coterminous with the area of above G.Ps. This R.I Circle coming under Anandapur Police station.
The geographical area of this R.I Circle is Ac. 12,857.59 . The R.I Circle is situated near the western
part of Mayurbhanj District and it is surrounded with hills and dense forest.

Kodapada
This R.I Circle is started functioning w.e.f. 01.04.2011 after bifurcation from the mother
R.I. circle Gayalmunda comprising of 08 Revenue Villages and 1 G.P. namely Kodapada. The area of
the R.I. circle is coterminous with the area of above G.P. This R.I Circle coming under Anandapur
Police station. The R.I Circle is situated near SH-53.The most part of this R.I Circle is surrounding
with Rivers Baitarani. The temple of Lord Baladevjew is providing a divine experience to the
devotees. The total area of this circle is Ac. 4398.605.

GHASIPURA TAHASIL
Ghasipura Tahasil was newly created on 01.04.2011 being bifurcated from the Mother
Tahasil Anandapur consisting of 22 G.Ps covered under Ghasipura and Ramchandrapur P.S. This
Tahasil is coming under Anandapur Sub-division having geographical area of Ac. 89129.976. The
population of this Tahasil is 141832 as per the Census-2011. It is comprised of 173 nos. of villages
under 6 R.I. circles out of which 10 nos. of villages are coming under urban area i.e. Anandapur
Municipality. Agriculture is the chief occupation of the inhabitants of this Tahasil. The Holy river ‘The
Baitarani’ flows in the north of this Tahasil . Besides two tributaries to Baitarani namely Remala and
Kushei are flowing in the other side. The N.H-215 i.e. Panikoili to Rajamunda, runs through this
Tahasil. There is good communication facility to District head quarter and all Revenue Inspector’s
circle from the Tahasil Headquarter. N.H.-215 is also well connected with Anandapur-Bhadrak state
Highway. The area of this Tahasil is co-terminus with the area of Ghasipura Block and part of
Anandapur Muncipality. Lord Jhadeswar Mahesh temple at Ghasipura , Lord Raghunath Jew Temple
at Biragovindpur Lord Kushaleswar Mahesh Temple at Deogaon and Lord Jagannath Temple at
Nuapada are most important tourist place in this Tahasil. This Tahasil is surrounded by East- Jajpur
District, West- Anandapur Tahasil,, North-Anandapur Tahasil and South-Jajpur District. There is
good medical facilities in this Tahasil as the Sub-Divisional head quarter Hospital, Anandapur is
situated in this Tahasil.

INFORMATION ON R.I CIRCLE OF GHASIPURA TAHAS
Ghasipura :This circle is almost situated by the river Baitarani having an area measuring
Ac.12448.228 , It is comprised of 19 nos. of villages, out of which 10 nos. of villages are coming
under urban area i.e. Anandapur Municipality and nine nos. of villages are coming under Gohira
G.P.. It's eastern and western part touch the boundary of Anandapur Tahasil. The people living under
this circle are mostly depending on agriculture and business. The area of this circle is co-terminus
with the area of Gohira G.P. and Anandapur Muncipality covered under Ghaspira and Anandapur
P.S. .
R.I. Circle- Khaliamenta :This R.I. circle is consisting of 24 Nos. of revenue villages under 3 nos. of G.Ps
namely Khaliamenta, Balarampur and Bhandaridiha covered under Ghasipura P.S. The total area of
this circle is suring Ac.19693.611 and the area of this circle is co-terminus with the area of above
three G.Ps.. The people of this circle are mostly depending upon cultivation. One beautiful temple is
located at village Nuapada meant for Lord Jagannath.
R.I. Circle- Keshdurapal :This R.I. circle is consisting of 35 Nos. of revenue villages under 5 nos. of G.Ps
namely Daradipal , Deogaon, Kesudurapal, Radhikadeipur and Tarimul covered under
Ghasipura.The total area of this circle is Ac.10574.923 and the area of this circle is co-terminus with
the area of above five G.Ps. Most of the people are generally cultivators. One temple having
historical importance is located at Deogaon meant for Kushaleswar Mahesh (Lord Shiva).
R.I. Circle- Sainkul:This circle is comprised of 28 nos. of revenue villages coming under 6 G.Ps
namely Sainkul, Pandua, Machhala, Khalana, Batto and Madanpur covered under Ramchandrapur
and Ghasipura P.S. This R.I. Circle having an area of Ac.15672.111. The people living under this
circle are mostly depending on agriculture and business. Out of above 6 G.Ps. , one G.P. i.e. Batto is
flood prone area as it is situated in the bank of river Baitarani.The area of this circle is co-terminus
with the area of above six G.Ps.
R.I. Circle- Alati :-

This R.I. circle is comprised of 33 nos. of revenue villages coming under 4 nos. of
G.Ps namely Alati, Ganpur, Gadabandhagoda and Purunabandhagoda covered under
Ramchandrapur P.S. This circle having an area of Ac12105.571 wich co-terminus with the area of
above four G.Ps.. The people living under this circle are mostly cultivators.
R.I. Circle- Ramchandrapur :This circle comprised of 30 nos. of village coming under 3 G.Ps namely
Ramchandrapur, Taruanand Saladei covered under Ramchandrapur P.S.. This circle having an area
of Ac. 10219.532 which co-terminus with the area of above three G.Ps. Most of the people of this
circle depend upon cultivation. Out of 3 nos. of G.Ps. one G.P. i.e. Saladei, having 9 villages are
flood prone area which is situated by the river Baitarani.

HATADIHI TAHASIL
The Tahasil office, Hatadihi started functioning being bi-furcated from the
mother Tahasil, Anandapur on dtd-01.12.1982 and coming under Anandapur Sub-Division . The
Tahasil has been functioning with 216 nos Revenue villages, 31 G.Ps. and 7 R.I. circles. The total
area of the Tahasil is Ac.84, 386.667, (217.89 sq.kms). The area of this Tahasil is co-terminus with
the area of Hatadihi Block. As per 2011 census the total population of the Tahasil is 164233. There
are 3(three) police stations are functioning under the Administrative jurisdiction of the Tahasil namely
Nandipada P.S/ Soso P.S and part of Anandapur P.S.
Gadachandi Tample at Sundarapal, Ramachandi Tample at Thunigaon and
Salandi Dam project, Hadgarh are the tourist place of this Tahasil. Maximum families of this Tahasil
are depending upon agriculture source of income. Communication facilitieas are available from
Tahasil head quarter to District head quarter and Anandapur –Bhadrak State Highway is passing
through the Tahasil area. The Baitarani and Salandi River are flowing in the Tahasil area. The
Salandi Dam Project, Hadaghara is providing irrigation facilities to the Ac19584.77 agriculture land
falling in this Tahasil area. There are 3 companies namely IMFA/ OMC/FACOR have been attending
mining operation, chromites mineral long years back. This Tahasil is surrounded Bhadrak District,
West- Anandapur Tahasil,, North-Mayurbhanj District, and South-Jajpur district. There is good
medical facilities in this Tahasil as it is 15 KM distance to Sub-Divisional head quarter Hospital,
Anandapur and Hatadihi CHC , Salania C.H.C are situated inthis Tahasil.

INFORMATION ON R.I CIRCLES OF HATADIHI TAHASIL
Mareigaon
The Revenue Inspector circle, Mareigaon started functioning w.ef. 17.05.1962. Now
the circle has comprising with 3 Gram Panchayats namely Sasanga, Hatadihi and Mareigaon and 26
revenue villages. The total area comes under this circle is Ac. AC-7161.243 out of which Ac.
1154.260 is Govt. land and Ac. 6006.985 is belongs to private . The area of the circle is co-terminus
with the area of above three G.Ps. covered under Nandipada P.S.

Bancho
The Revenue Inspector circle, Bancho started functioning w.ef. 17.05.1962. Now the circle
has comprising with 3 Gram Panchayats namely Bancho, Akarua and Panchugochhia and 24
revenue villages. The total area comes under this circle is Ac. 6594.61 out of which Ac. 1495.280 is
Govt. land and Ac. 5098.881 is belongs to private . The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area
of above three G.Ps. covered under part of Nandipada and Anandapur P.S. .

Badarampas
The Revenue Inspector circle, Badarampas started functioning w.ef. 17.05.1962. Now the
circle has comprising with 4 Gram Panchayats namely Badarampas, Inchola, Orali and Solan and 24
revenue villages. The total area comes under this circle is Ac. 6594.61 out of which Ac. 1495.280 is
Govt. land and Ac. 5098.881 is belongs to private . The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area
of above three G.Ps. covered under part of Nandipada and Anandapur P.S

Samana
The Revenue Inspector circle, Samana started functioning w.ef. 17.05.1962. Now the circle
has comprising with 4 Gram Panchayats namely Samana, Sadanga, Habaleswar, Ambo and 35
revenue villages. The total area comes under this circle is Ac. 13519.910 Out of which Ac. 4001.299
is Govt. land and Ac. 9518.641 is belongs to private . The area of the circle is co-terminus with the
area of above four G.Ps. covered under part of Nandipada P.S

Danar
The Revenue Inspector circle, Danar started functioning w.ef. 17.05.1962. Now the circle has
comprising with 6 Gram Panchayats and 39 revenue villages. The total area comes under this circle

is Ac. 11481.675 Out of which Ac.. The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above four
G.Ps. covered under part of Nandipada P.S

SADHA
The Revenue Inspector circle, Sadha started functioning w.ef. 17.05.1962. Now the circle has
comprising with 4 Gram Panchayats namely and 39 revenue villages. The total area comes under
this circle is Ac. 11130.526 . The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above four G.Ps.
covered under part of Sosa and Nandipada P.S. Ma Gadachandi Tample with flowing stream is one
of the important tourist place of the Keonjhar District.

SOSO
The Revenue Inspector circle, Sadha started functioning w.ef. 17.05.1962. Now the circle has
comprising with 7 Gram Panchayats namely- and 42 revenue villages. The total area comes under
this circle is Ac. 25759.297 . The area of the circle is co-terminus with the area of above seven G.Ps.
covered under Sosa P.S. Salandi Dam Project of Hadaghar is one of the important tourist place of
the Keonjhar District. River Salandi is flowing in the circle towards Bhadrak District.

